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Transcribe audible speech into readable,

searchable text.

Convert text to lifelike speech for more

natural interfaces.

Create rich, personalized experiences for

every user

Identify and verify the people speaking

based on audio.

Speech to text

Text to speech

Speech translation

Speaker recognition

VISION

In 1973, an evaluation of academic research in

the field of AI called the "Lighthill Report" was

published. It was highly critical of research in the

field up to that point, stating that AI research

had essentially failed to live up to the grandiose

objectives it laid out. This report caused the U.K.

to cease funding for AI. This ushered in the first

AI winter, which took place between 1974-1980,

after a nearly 20-year period of significant

interest during what some have called AI's

Golden Era. Interest in AI wouldn't be revived

until years later with the advent of expert

systems, which used if-then, rule-based

reasoning. This would eventually end with

another AI winter from the late 1980s to mid-90s. 

LIGHTHILL REPORT

TYPES

THE FATHER OF AI

John McCarthy, who is the Father of Artificial

Intelligence, was a pioneer in the fields of AI. He

not only is credited to be the founder of AI, but

also one who coined the term Artificial

Intelligence.

In 1955, John McCarthy coined the term

Artificial Intelligence, which he proposed in the

famous Dartmouth conference in 1956. This

conference attended by 10-computer scientists,

saw McCarthy explore ways in which machines

can learn and reason like humans. John McCarthy, (born September 4,

1927, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.—

died October 24, 2011, Stanford,

California),

In 1997, Garry Kasparov – the Mike Tyson of

chess – lost to non-human intelligence in a

match of six games. This conquest of AI over

the human mind (and an exceedingly high-

functioning human mind, no less) gave fodder

to hysterical predictions involving intelligent

machines.

THE 1997 TRIUMPH

AI WINTERS

AI winter is a quiet period for artificial

intelligence (AI) research and development.

Over the years, funding for AI initiatives has

gone through a number of active and

inactive cycles. The label winter is used to

describe dormant periods when customer

interest in AI declines. Use of the season winter

to describe the resulting downturn emphasizes

the idea that the quiet period will be a

temporary state, followed again by growth

and renewed interest.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/british-journal-for-the-history-of-science/article/abs/what-is-science-for-the-lighthill-report-on-artificial-intelligence-reinterpreted/61B13B32988D6A8C58CF8AADD4777789
https://www.techtarget.com/searchenterpriseai/definition/expert-system
https://250.dartmouth.edu/highlights/artificial-intelligence-ai-coined-dartmouth
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AI STATISTICS
84% of businesses say AI will enable them to obtain or sustain a

competitive advantage (source).

75% of businesses say AI will allow them to move into new

businesses and ventures (source).

80% of business and tech leaders say AI boosts productivity and

creates jobs (source).

72% of business decision-makers say AI can enable humans to

concentrate on meaningful work (source).

51% of executives say their primary goal for AI is to enhance the

features, functions, and performance of their products (source).

36% of executives say their primary goal for AI is to optimize

internal business operations (source).

36% of executives say their primary goal for AI is to free up

workers to be more creative by automating tasks (source).

79% of executives worldwide say artificial intelligence will make

their job easier and more efficient (source).

59% of executives say big data at their company would be

improved through the use of AI (source).

https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/09/10/how-artificial-intelligence-is-revolutionizing-business-in-2017/#7d4382c45463
https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/09/10/how-artificial-intelligence-is-revolutionizing-business-in-2017/#7d4382c45463
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150611005252/en/80-Percent-Business-Tech-Leaders-Artificial-Intelligence
https://www.veritone.com/press-releases/the-state-of-artificial-intelligence-in-2020-ai-by-the-numbers/
https://hbr.org/2018/01/artificial-intelligence-for-the-real-world
https://hbr.org/2018/01/artificial-intelligence-for-the-real-world
https://hbr.org/2018/01/artificial-intelligence-for-the-real-world
https://www.eiuperspectives.economist.com/technology-innovation/artificial-intelligence-real-world-0
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/advisory-services/assets/ai-predictions-2018-report.pdf
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Strong foundation of linear algebra

Time to train the model

Clean and scrub data

High compute power 
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Pre 2000s prior to virtualization and REST being an industry standard 



THEN NOW

Creating the algorithms

Writing the code

Strong foundation of linear algebra

Time to train the model

Clean and scrub data

High compute power / physical VMs

High compute capability

REST API as industry standard

Minimal AI / Machine learning knowledge

Automated machine learning

Precleaned and structured data

Capability for virtualized and

containerized environments

Pre 2000s prior to virtualization and REST being an industry standard Current day with virtualization and containerization



What are cognitive services and why do I care?

The different types of cognitive services

How and why they are used

Use cases and practical implementation's with ColdFusion.



WHAT ARE COGNITIVE SERVICES

Cognitive Services are a set of machine learning algorithms that

Microsoft has developed to solve problems in the field of Artificial

Intelligence (AI). It is a simulation of human thought process in a

computerized model, also known as cognitive computing.

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Cognitive+computing&filters=sid%3ad73f7d5f-fddb-0908-27b0-74c7db81cd8d&form=ENTLNK


TYPES OF AI COGNITIVE SERVICES

4 main types

How each one is used

Present day uses cases

Theoretical use cases



TYPES
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Identify outliers in large data sets

Detect potentially offensive orunwanted

content

Create rich, personalized experiences for every

user

Anomaly Detector

Content Moderator

Personalizer
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VISION

 - Identify commonly-used and domain-

specific terms.

 - Automatically detect sentiments and

opinions from text.

 - Distill information into easy-to-navigate

questions and answers.

 - Enable your apps to interact with users

through natural language.

 Translate more than 100 languages and

dialects.

Entity recognition

Sentiment analysis

Question Answering

Conversational language understanding

Translator

LANGUAGE

TYPES

Analyze content in images and video.

Customize image recognition to fit your

business needs.

Detect and identify people in images.

Computer Vision

Custom Vision

Face API

VISION



DECISION

PERSONALIZER

Boost conversion and engagement, and add real-time relevance to

product recommendations, with reinforcement learning–based

capabilities available only through Azure. Select hero content, optimize

layouts, and personalize offers with two API calls. Use Personalizer, part of

Azure Cognitive Services, as a standalone personalization solution or to

complement existing ranking engines—with no machine learning

expertise required.

CONTENT MODERATOR

Detect potentially offensive or unwanted content in realtime and

keep your platform safe for end users. The content moderator

provides Image moderation, text moderation, video moderation

and human review tool to help deal with the potential false

positives.

ANOMOLY DETECTOR

Easily embed time-series anomaly detection capabilities into your apps to help users identify problems quickly. Anomaly Detector ingests time-series data of all types and selects

the best anomaly detection algorithm for your data to ensure high accuracy. Detect spikes, dips, deviations from cyclic patterns, and trend changes through both univariate and

multivariate APIs. Customize the service to detect any level of anomaly. Deploy the anomaly detection service where you need it—in the cloud or at the intelligent edge.

Predict customer sentiment to

improve future interactions

Find anomalies in data sets



LANGUAGE

LANGUAGE-SERVICE

Enable your apps to interact with

users through natural language.

Understand conversations and

unstructured text with Cognitive

Service for Language

UNDERSTANDING

Automatically detect sentiments

and opinions from text. Identify

commonly-used and domain-

specific terms.

TRANSLATOR

Translate more than 100

languages and dialects.



Azure's Computer Vision service gives you access to advanced

algorithms that process images and return information based on the

visual features you're interested in.

Azure Custom Vision is an image recognition service that lets you

build, deploy, and improve your own image identifier models. An

image identifier applies labels to images, according to their visual

characteristics. Each label represents a classification or object.

Unlike the Computer Vision service, Custom Vision allows you to

specify your own labels and train custom models to detect them.

VISION

COMPUTER VISION

CUSTOM VISION

FACE API

The Azure Face service provides AI algorithms that detect,

recognize, and analyze human faces in images. Facial recognition

software is important in many different scenarios, such as identity

verification, touchless access control, and face blurring for privacy.

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/overview


SPEECH SERVICES

LANGUAGE

Enable your apps to interact with

users through natural language.

Understand conversations and

unstructured text with Cognitive

Service for Language



What is Microsoft Azure

The Azure cloud platform is more than 200 products and cloud

services designed to help you bring new solutions to life—to solve

today’s challenges and create the future. Build, run, and manage

applications across multiple clouds, on-premises, and at the edge,

with the tools and frameworks of your choice.



Azure MSAL

The Microsoft Authentication Library, also known as MSAL is one of,

if not the most powerful authentication library covering any

business requirements you may need. Integrating with federated

IDPs, replacing yout existing authentication, or starting from

scratch on a new application MSAL has you covered.



Azure OAUTH

Take out the complexity by adding some in
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Azure OAUTH

Take out the complexity by adding some in

Authentication is hard, let azure make it easy with applications ready to

accept login requests in seconds. Not only does this simplify your life by taking

out the complexity of managing usernames and passwords for each of your

applications. But you gain functionality like SSO, and advanced multi factor

authentication ranging from SMS two factor, biometrics and FIDO keys. This

can allow organizations with high security requirements hit every angle of the

security triad.  



What is needed?

The resources and information required to get make your first

authentication request.

client_id: This is also known as an application Id. This is a

unique identifier for your application and will be used

very frequently  

redirect_uri: The security token service (STS) endpoint for the user to authenticate. It's

usually https://login.microsoftonline.com/{tenant}/v2.0 for the public cloud. In that URL

{tenant} is the name of your tenant, your tenant ID, or common for a reference to the

common endpoint. (The common endpoint is used for multitenant applications.)

tenant: The {tenant} value in the path of the request can be

used to control who can sign into the application. Valid

values are common, organizations, consumers, and tenant

identifiers. For guest scenarios where you sign a user from one

tenant into another tenant, you must provide the tenant

identifier to sign them into the resource tenant. For more

information, see Endpoints.

response_type: Must include code for the authorization code flow. Can also include id

scope: A space-separated list of scopes that you want the user to consent to.

For the /authorize leg of the request, this parameter can cover multiple

resources. This value allows your app to get consent for multiple web APIs you

want to call.

state A value included in the request that is also returned in the

token response. It can be a string of any content that you wish.

A randomly generated unique value is typically used for

preventing cross-site request forgery attacks. The value can also

encode information about the user's state in the app before the

authentication request occurred. For instance, it could encode

the page or view they were on.

response_mode Specifies how the identity platform should return the requested

token to your app.

Supported values:

- query: Default when requesting an access token. Provides the code as a query

string parameter on your redirect URI. The query parameter is not supported when

requesting an ID token by using the implicit flow.

- fragment: Default when requesting an ID token by using the implicit flow. Also

supported if requesting only a code.

- form_post: Executes a POST containing the code to your redirect URI. Supported

when requesting a code.

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/active-directory-v2-protocols#endpoints
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/v2-permissions-and-consent
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749#section-10.12


Pricing - Vision



Pricing - Language



Benefits of Postman

Modular code that can be tested at scale.

Team capability for testing

Best used with introspective coding styles which coldfusion helps dramatically with

Assisted OAuth authentication







Modular Code and how to export collections

Having the ability to test in one

development sandbox/environment (

not to be confused with postman

environment. I just mean an area you

are working in, or platform you are

working on  ), and export it to another

allows for much faster configuration, and

allow you to focus on the important

things. 



Exporting Postman Environments

Please make note of how, where and what you are storing when exporting postman

environments. It is a good idea to create a client_secret or certificate  to be used within your

application that has a limited lifespan when doing the initial testing / development as a

security measure should the worst case scenario happen and someone gets ahold of one of

those files.

Using your personal vault inside of your

one drive is a good location to store your

exported environment's. 



Introspection with Exported Collections



More Introspection



Using with ColdFusion

Utilizing system functions and coding with an introspective mindset and how to

achieve introspective code

FileRead()

FileWrite()

GetCurrentTemplatePath()

GetDirectoryFromPath()

DirectoryCopy()

DirectoryExists()

FileExists()

FileCopy()



Internet protocol tags

cfhttp

application.nonceLifeSpan = 1; // SET IN OnApplicationStart() METHOD

Session.State = CreateUUID();   // SET IN OnSessionStart() METHOD

Session.Nonce = SetNonce();   

// TYPICALLY IN THE C:\ColdFusion2021\cfusion\customtags\component.cfc file

 public function SetNonce( string state=Session.State )

 {

 return ToBase64( SerializeJSON ( {

   "id" : CreateUUID(), // ID

   "ip" : CGI.REMOTE_ADDR,  // REMOTE_ADDR

   "uint" : RandRange( 100,999999 ), // Unique Integer

   "state" : arguments.state,

   "origin" : "https://" & CGI.SERVER_NAME,

   "expires" : DateAdd( "n", Application.nonceLifeSpan, Now() )

  } ) );

 };

Getting deeper with ColdFusion

 

 

Conversion Functions

 

DeserializeJSON(JSONVar[, strictMapping, useCustomSerializer])

UrlEncodedFormat()

 

User Defined Functions

 

DecodeJWT()

SetNonce()



Keeping High Availability in mind

Reddis Cache

Scale Sets with blob read/write capabilities ( theoretical )

Network Storage

Azure Front door

Application Gateway



Structuring your request

// Line breaks for legibility only

https://login.microsoftonline.com/{tenant}/oauth2/v2.0/authorize?

client_id=6731de76-14a6-49ae-97bc-6eba6914391e

&response_type=code%20id_token

&redirect_uri=http%3A%2F%2Flocalhost%2Fmyapp%2F

&response_mode=form_post

&scope=openid%20offline_access%20https%3A%2F%2Fgraph.microsoft.com%2Fuser.rea

&state=12345

&nonce=12345



 

 body = ArrayToList( [

            "client_id={{client_id}}", 

            "scope={{scope}}",

            "redirect_uri={{redirect_uri}}",

            "grant_type=refresh_token",

            "client_secret={{client_secret}}",

            "refresh_token={{refresh_token}}"

 ], '&' );

 

 cfhttp( method = "POST", charset = "UTF-8", url = "https://login.{{cloud_instance_name}}/{{tenantId}}/oauth2/v2.0/token" )

 { 

       cfhttpparam( type="BODY", value="#Body#"); 

 };

 

Postman with ColdFusion



Media3 Github

I do plan on having this public on the Media3 github in the future but it is not publicly available yet. However, there are other repositories that

are very helpful when getting starting with Azure.

 

 

The Media3 github is found at https://github.com/Media3-Technologies

https://github.com/Media3-Technologies


The Media3 'CAAP' Utility

This is to be used in unison with PostMan, written in ColdFusion the overall aim was to

display the capabilities of cognitive services, while allowing a simplistic way to test the API

calls once exported from PostMan in your ColdFusion environment.





The Media3 'CAAP' Utility



Modularity with Postman Collections 



Editing postman environments



Example 1: Automatic language detection & translation



Example 2: Anomoly Detector



Example 3: Text to speech using neural voices



Viewing requests and getting example code





Thank you everyone!

Please be sure to stop by the Media3 booth for some chocolate!
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